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Landing gear conduit lubrication
Piper doesn’t mention lubricating the landing gear push-pull conduits. Also I
suspect the Piper engineers writing the service manuals weren’t thinking about 50
years hence. Additionally I have talked at length about the 400 Comanche flap
conduits with an engineer inside the company that bought the original manufacturer
of these conduits; they say re-lubrication is not possible. Note - those discussions
were about the 400 Comanche flap conduits which are functionally identical to the
landing gear conduits, only smaller.
There has been some advice afloat about lubricating these cables and I can see a
process might be possible, however I stick to my advice, just replace them. here’s
the replacement estimate break-down: you’ll pay $800 for the Webco cables and
$200 for the rod end bearings. To install them [see caveat] I currently charge
$1000 labor plus $50 for all the new hardware and stuff that needs to be
replaced or corrected from previous incorrect work. Caveat – interior removal
portion of the work previously performed because my old back and shoulders just
won’t do that part. Spend the $2140 [including replacing the rusted conduit
mounting brackets] and get new conduits installed including all the subsequent
adjustments properly performed and the complete retraction system examined.
When was the last time that was looked at; the infamous “1000-hour” gear AD
doesn’t guarantee correctness here? Remember those conduits are 50 years old
and have never been lubricated since manufacture; they’re worn in the bend area
and one can not tell to what extent they are worn.
For the sake of discussion if I were running a cleaning and re-lubricating program
for these conduits it would be with the cables removed and go something like this.
Note - if this were attempted with the conduits installed in the airplane a huge mess
would need to be cleaned up because the solvent and lubricant will permeate the
outer casing of the conduit. Think of all that mess inside your airframe. Not a
really big deal but also think flammable!
1) Clean the exterior of the conduits in a large solvent flushing tank.
2) Continuing in the large solvent tank, fixture such that fresh solvent can be
pressure-feed through the conduit assembly.
3) Likewise with dry compressed air for an extended period so the solvent is
completely gone.
4) Pressure feed a lubricant [which lubricant is the question] through the
assembly.
5) Clean the excess lubricant from the outer portion of the conduit.
6) Remove the corrosion from the sliding sleeves; prime and paint those areas.
What to do if the exposed threads are rusted; there is a field-process to
renew cadmium plating – see SB-1160 for that spec?
7) Reinstall the conduits and do all the prescribed adjustments per the service
manuals.
8) Question yourself why you just went through all that effort and didn’t just
replace them with Webco's new Teflon® lined conduits.
I’m confident some will do this and some have done this already. The question that
cannot be answered is, how worn are the conduits internally? Have I talked you out
of trying to save a 50 year old part yet? You’ll notice that I am quite polite and
didn’t once mention the word “cheap”; for which some of us Comanche drivers are
notorious.
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